AERONCA – CHAMPION – CITABRIA PARTS

(WFA/PMA APPROVED)

WING LIFT STRUTS
New, Improved Steel Struts—Sealed
and Oiled to prevent Internal
Corrosion. (Except Decathlon alumi-
num front struts)

7AC Front Strut.......................... P/N 05-08515...........$599.00
7AC Rear Strut.......................... P/N 05-08520...........$478.00
Citation Front Strut................. P/N 05-08535...........$600.00
Decalition Front Strut, Left........ P/N 05-08545...........$906.00
Decalition Front Strut, Right........ P/N 05-08550...........$912.00
Decalition Rear Strut.............. P/N 05-68565...........$465.00
Scout Front Strut..................... P/N 05-08565...........$548.00
Scout Rear Strut.................... P/N 05-08570...........$513.00

Heavy Duty Wing Lift Struts - Wall tube: 24g & complies with ad
77-22-05 for: Aeronca: 7AC, Champion: 7EC, Citabria: 7ECA. Visit our
website for complete application info.

11AC Front Strut.......................... P/N 05-08525...........$644.00
11AC Rear Strut.......................... P/N 05-08530...........$489.00

WING LIFT STRUT FORK
P/N 05-08575..........................$75.95

7AC CONTROL CABLES
(GALVANIZED STEEL)

Short Rudder Cable (2 req’d)........ P/N 05-08583...........$40.25
Rudder Cable, Long (2 req’d)........ P/N 05-08585...........$104.75
Rudder Cable, Short (2 req’d)........ P/N 05-08590...........$96.75
Aileron Control Cable (4 req’d)..... P/N 05-08595...........$83.75
Brake Cable and Housing Assembly (2 req’d), (PMA App.)
P/N 05-08600..........................$105.75
Brake Cable Only (2 req’d)........... P/N 05-08605...........$48.80
Down Elevator Cable (1 req’d)..... P/N 05-08610...........$130.75
Down Elevator Cable (2 req’d)..... P/N 05-08645...........$158.75
Uo Elevator Cable (1 req’d)........... P/N 05-08625...........$316.00

AERONCA WING TANK KIT
Components come with left and right hand tanks,
fillings, fuel line, mounting brackets, installation
instructions and drawings. Fuel capacity is 5
gallons for each tank. Includes two Cat. No.05-
06359 fuel caps. P/N 05-06359...........$1,122.00

CITABRIA AIR INDUCTION TUBE
P/N 05-08630..........................$24.50

CITABRIA FUEL GAUGE COVER
P/N 05-08635..........................$97.75

TAILBRACE WIRE LUG
P/N 05-08640..........................$16.50

EXHAUST SYSTEM
FOR 7AC / 11AC

LH Stack........................... P/N 05-08703...........$349.00
RH Stack........................... P/N 05-08710...........$349.00
Heat Muff.......................... P/N 05-08715...........$264.95

CITABRIA FUEL VENT DEFLECTOR
P/N 05-08655..........................$71.75

AERONCA 7AC STYLE HUB CAPS
These experimental Aeronca 7AC style Caps
will help you achieve the pre or post war appear-
ance you are looking for without taking away from the
performance. Sold as a pair.
P/N 05-12326..........................$96.75

AERONCA 7AC STYLE CONTROL
STICK WOOD KNOBS
These experimental Aeronca 7AC style Control
Stick Wood Knobs will help you achieve the pre or
post war appearance you are looking for without
taking away from the performance. Sold as a pair.
P/N 05-01237..........................$23.95

STAINLESS STEEL TAILBRACE WIRE

7AC, 7EC, 7FC—UPPER & LOWER

CITABRIA, DECATHLON, SCOUT—LOWER

1. Wire Only.................. P/N 05-08655...........$48.50
2. Assembly.................. P/N 05-08670...........$120.75
CITABRIA, DECATHLON, SCOUT—UPPER

1. Wire Only.................. P/N 05-08675...........$47.50
2. Assembly.................. P/N 05-08680...........$108.75

ALL ALUMINUM COWLING

Nose Cowl....................... P/N 05-08685...........$1,496.00
Fuselage Cowl (7AC only)
P/N 05-08690...........$733.00
Top Cowl........................ P/N 05-08685...........$406.00
Bottom Cowl................. P/N 05-08700...........$322.00

LANDING GEAR U-BOLTS

Citation/Decathlon........... P/N 05-08645...........$182.85
Scout (new style)........... P/N 05-08650...........$151.75

(Hardware required – see below)

LANDING GEAR ATTACH HARDWARE
FOR CITABRIA, DECATHLON, SCOUT

For Citabria and Decathlon

Nut (6 required)............ P/N 05-08720...........$21.85
Bolt (2 required)............ P/N 05-08725...........$29.50
Cupped Washer (2 req.)..... P/N 05-08730...........$0.21
Washer (6 required)........ P/N 05-08735...........$0.47

For Scout

Nut (6 required)............ P/N 05-08720...........$21.85
Bolt (2 required)............ P/N 05-08745...........$34.65
Cupped Washer (2 req.)..... P/N 05-08730...........$0.21
Washer (6 required)........ P/N 05-08735...........$0.47

Oleo Shock Strut
Fits 7EC, 7GCC and 7GCBC: with High Energy Taxi Spring... P/N 05-08740...........$1,020.00
with Standard Spring........ P/N 05-08750...........$846.00
Fits 7AC and 11AC Spring Only................ P/N 05-08760...........$73.80

LANDING GEAR OLEO CASE FRAME

Oleo Case Frame (Uncovered)
7AC & 11AC Series..... P/N 05-08765...........$809.00
Early Citabria........... P/N 05-08770...........$749.00

TAILWHEEL LEAF SPRINGS – COMPLETE SETS

Citabria/Decathlon (short)
P/N 05-08780...........$173.75
Scout (long).................. P/N 05-08785...........$195.75

LANDING GEAR AXLE ASS’Y. FOR AERONCA & CITABRIA

Early Citabria Axle Strut P/N 05-08790...........$797.00
Aeronca Axle Strut P/N 05-08795...........$864.00

AERONCA HINGE BUSHING
P/N 05-06380..........................$5.60

AERONCA REAR RUDDER PEDAL SPRING
P/N 05-08063..........................$13.95

AERONCA RUDDER PEDAL SPRING
P/N 05-06385..........................$13.95

AERONCA TAILSPRING U BOLT
P/N 05-08068..........................$34.50

AERONCA WING SPIN SUPPORT BLOCK
P/N 05-08069..........................$6.85
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